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INTERESTING ACQUISITION ITEM
A BLAST FROM THE PAST? WHERE HAS IT BEEN HIDING?
BVHS received the following letter postmarked 8 Jan 1988 in the mail this week. It was inside another envelope that had
been posted in Australia in mid July this year with a concession stamp; the only post mark was a mail sorting centre
number. It was addressed to the ‘Manager Brunswick Museum Mullumbimby 2480’ which was computer generated.
Very intriguing.

The family just
off to town.
Me, my brother
and Mum

Frank and his man with
two fine bunches just
cut containing 21 dozen
on each, the cases are
to show how packed for
market and contain 26
dozen bananas when
filled. The slide is for
delivering to roadside
as to rough for a cart
note size of Eddie
compared with bunch
(Typed as written)

E.F. SHARPIN
8 ANSELM RD
FULHAM
LONDON SW6
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
I DON’T KNOW IF THESE PHOTOS & P/CARD
HAVE ANY INTEREST TO MULUMBIMBY IF SO CAN
THEY BE PUT TO USE IN THE BICENTENAL
ANNIVERSARY.
I AM ONE OF THE KIDS IN THE SULKY, AND
SPENT MY BOYHOOD UP IN THE STEELEMENT AS THEY
WERE KNOWN IN MY CHILDHOOD, HAPPY THEY
WERE TOO. I HAVE LIVED IN ENGLAND NOW FOR
SIXTY YEARS BUT STILL CONSIDER MYSELF AS A DIGGER.
I SERVED IN THE ENGLISH ARMY AS I COULD
NOT JOIN ANY AUSSIE REGIMENT, AS EARLY IN 1939
AT THE OUTBREAK OF WAR THERE WERE NO AUSSIES
HERE, IF THERE HAD BEEN I WOULD HAVE BEEN A
DIGGER AND NOT A TOMMY I REPORTED TO
AUSTRALIA HOUSE, BUT NO LUCK, STILL I WAS PROUD
TO BE A TOMMY AND I STOOD MY GROUND BESIDE
DIGGERS IN THE DESERT, GREECE, CRETE AND WAS
PROUD TO DO SO. I USED TO VISIT THERE GRAVES
EVERY YEAR AT EDAM JUST OUTSIDE ATHENS, RIGHT
BY THE SEA IN A BEAUTIFUL CEMETRY, GOD BLESS ‘EM
MY FATHER WAS A DIGGER 1914/18 AND DONE
HIS BIT AT GALLIPOLI AND IS IN THE MILITARY
CEMETRY IN SIDNEY, AND WAS A BANANA GROWER
IN THE SETTLEMENT.
HOPE YOUR CELEBRATIONS GO WELL
IM NOW SEVENTY YRS OLD SO FORIVE THE
WRITING
YOURS PROUDLY
E.SHARPIN
P.T.O
IF I HAD ANYBODY TO LEAVE THESE TO I WOULD
HAVE TRIED TO MAKE THEM FEEL PROUD OF
AUSTRALIA AND THERE FOLK
(Typed as written)
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Frank Sharpin, the father referred to in the letter, was born to parents Edmund and Lydia in Norfolk England ~1892. Not
sure when he came to Australia but on 31 January 1916 he enlisted in the Australian Army at Liverpool NSW. He was
shipped overseas to England and from his record it is where he seemed to have spent the war as an artificer. While in
England he met and then married Violet Maud Lucy Payne at Fulham on 6 November 1918. On 16 January 1919 he was
returned to Australia and was discharged two months later.
On his discharge, Frank applied for a soldier settlement and was granted a block at Settlement Road Main Arm to farm
bananas. In 1920 his wife, Violet, and a son (Edmund Frank) were granted passage from England to Australia.
The soldier settlement was 360 acres
of virgin scrub purchased in 1917 from
Thomas Henry King of Main Arm. It
was divided into 2 x 80 acre dairy
farms and 10 x 20 acre banana farms.
By the end of August 1918 the
returned soldiers had completed half
the track into the place. After clearing
the land the farms were handed over
to the men who were given a very
easy system of repayment and were
responsible for only the actual cost.
They took up occupation in March
1919. 5 acres of bananas were planted
on each block.
Initially bananas were very successful
but bunchy top became a major
problem along with the access road.
After much lobbying Mr Wearne, the
Main Arm Soldier Settlers' Camp 1921 (Eric McDonald Roberts standing right). Minister for Lands, visited the
Frank Sharpin is possibly one of these men.
settlement in March 1923. He had to
leave his car and walk into the place as the road was in such a rugged condition. That same month Frank was part of a
delegation to Byron Shire Council re the appalling condition of the road.
In June 1923 a house on Frank’s block that had been vacated that day by a Mr Kellener burnt down in the afternoon. A
fire had been lit outside in the morning to burn rubbish and reportedly had been quenched. It was insured by the
Returned Soldier Settlement scheme. Frank’s house in October of that year also burnt down. The house and parts of the
contents were covered by insurance. No cause was recorded. This was probably the last straw for Frank and family.
In August 1924 the government cancelled the allotments for the banana farms as they were not productive and
redesigned them into 2 suitable home maintenance blocks for the purpose of dairy farms. As Sharpin, and two other
returnees had already left, they were not recommended for a farm.
On 23 June 1936 Frank, a ship’s steward, was found dead in a house at Pyrmont. He had gassed himself and police were
looking for any family. The funeral notice makes no mention of any family. According to Eddie’s letter, Violet and the
children returned to England about 1928. Violet died 1990 at Fulham, England. Edmund Frank, the letter writer, was
born 30th July 1919 Fulham and died January 2003 at Worthing Sussex. Where has the letter been for the last 31 years?

MULLUMBIMBY TOWN LANDCARE GROUP
At the end of July, the Mullumbimby Town Landcare group started helping BVHS with the regeneration of the Saltwater
Creek banks on the Museum side. The emphasis initially is the removal of weeds. The volunteers are amazed at the
amount of work that our member, Ken, has achieved over the last year. With their assistance each month for a while it
will be looking very attractive. Thanks to the Ken and the group. BVHS showed their appreciation by providing morning
tea. A small gesture for their assistance.
If you wish to join Landcare to help, they are a part of Brunswick Valley Landcare and their website is found at
http://brunswickvalleylandcare.org.au/join-a-locality-group/ Contact details are available there.
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Aliens in White Mullumbimby - Part One
As well as claiming distinction for religious harmony, Mullumbimby can boast of its hospitality to some of the largest
colourful communes in NSW. Alien settlement of the Brunswick began with the South Sea Islanders in the sugar industry
in the 1880s, the Sikhs and Muslims in the dairy industry from the 1890s, the Chinese in the early banana industry, the
Greeks, Macedonians, Italians and Finns in the revitalised banana industry and the home-grown hippies in the later
marijuana industry.
The first noteworthy presence of the South Sea Islanders (aka Kanakas) occurred in Mar1889 when a local cane grower
was sued by eight of his coloured brethren for wages due each, amounting in all to a large sum…. But by the mid1890s
they were being supplanted by newly arriving ‘Hindoos’ (mostly Sikhs and Muslims from the Punjab) as the favourite
source of cheap labour. In Aug1895 the turbaned troublemakers were spotted at Tyagarah cane-trashing at £1 an acre. I
am told that white men could not be got at this price. This is the largest batch of this particular colored agony seen here
as yet... said the Byron correspondent for the Tweed Times and Brunswick Advocate. They were arriving at such a rate
that Thomas Temperley, ex-Coorabell and Wilson's Creek selector, and Scotsman Dougal Gillies, cane farmer of
Tintenbar and father of a future Premier of Queensland, formed the North Coast Anti-Alien Society in 1896, and in May
that year a bunch of enthusiasts at Billinudgel formed a branch on the motion of Scotsman Robert Morrison Crabbe and
colonial Allan Watterson. Things had improved by the time of the parliamentary report of 31Jul1897 that revealed there
were none recorded in the Police Patrol District of Brunswick (although 28 were still terrorising Byron and 23 terrifying
Murbah).
Meanwhile the ‘Kanakas’ had retreated to Billinudgel, where in May1905 the ‘Billinudgel correspondent’ for The Tweed
Times and Brunswick Advocate spotted 42 clearing a 200acre farm, reckoning it should stir the bile of our Member
(‘Honest John’ Perry MLA). Six months later he reported that Your correspondent regrets that a Pocket resident has black
labour under the control and whip of a white man….
But stains had begun to appear on the Brunswick fabric by Apr1902 when the 'Myocum Correspondent' for the Tweed
Herald and Brunswick Chronicle had the melancholy duty to report that I am sorry to state that the black plague has
broken out here. Hindoos - the most undesirable class of black labor - can be seen any day on several farms reaping
paspalum seed and doing other farm work. Despite a Norco resolution in late 1904 that all suppliers to the company
were not to employ coloured labour – Hindoos – on their dairies..., there were still recalcitrant farmers employing the
undesirable blacks by mid1905 when John McGregor reminded them that they should all do what the Myocum farmers
did – pledge themselves not to employ Hindoos….
But he couldn’t stop the tide and by mid1906 Hindoos are fairly plentiful about Mullumbimby at present, mostly
engaged in scrub-felling. Public opinion is not too partial to the turbaned gentry, still less so to those alleged white men
who give them employment rather than pay European wages. No alleged white man was fazed over the admonition and
by 1907 the Brunswick Patrol District peaked at ~80 of the gentry, generating howls for action by the new Council to
cleanse the Municipality….

White Australia Cafe, Mallam's Building, 1912.
(In 1915 the place was rebranded upon becoming a Greek possession, remaining
as such until the Psaltis family shut the doors in 2007.)

'White Mullumbimby' was one of the
issues in the lead-up to the formation of
the Municipality, a letter writer named
'Cornstalk’ probably speaking for most
when he said I think the question of the
Hindoo nuisance should be a test one at
the coming council election. Let the
character of each candidate be carefully
scrutinised, and if any shows a partiality
for coloured residents and low class
living, strike his name out no matter
what other claims he may have. Surely
we can get at least six candidates who
will not be in favour of retaining this dark
blot on our bright and thriving
landscape…, and show to other councils
on the North Coast that the motto of
Mullumbimby Municipality, the latest
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addition to their ranks, will be ‘White Australia’ right from the start, as from experience it has been proved to be
undoubtedly the best.
In the meantime the Dagoes had arrived in town to spice up the catering, Theo Patras enjoying pioneer status with The
Sydney Oyster Saloon in Burringbar Street in 1906. He got some colourful competition when Fred and Frank Baker
opened the White Australia Cafe with patriotic pride in the new Mallam's Building in 1909, giving Mullum the honour of
having the first such named feedlot in NSW. Less than 6mths later thin-skinned Theo sold out to the Carkagis Bros,
coincidental with the start of campaigning for the entertaining 'White Australia election', at which Albert Baker, the
begetter of Fred and Frank, featured as the campaign manager for an independent Liberal candidate, running large
adverts in the Mullumbimby Star simply saying Vote for Nathan and White Australia with no other election issues.
By this time there was an assortment of other colourful aliens living in town. One of the darker ones was Dr Delph Singh,
claiming 'Diseases Pronounced Incurable Treated With Success'. He was encouraged to leave town in 1908 after being
charged with ‘riotous behaviour’, while his associate, the Chinaman Willi Young, hung around to practice alternative
medicine at the Bay. Willi’s compatriot, Charlie Man Wha, turned up in 1903 to open a fruiterer’s business, selling out to
George Duck and Sam Ling about 1907/08, at which time Georgie Ah Yet became a cook at one of the pubs, followed by
Ah Sam at the Middle Pub. And through to the war Sam Lee was a market gardener at ‘The Botanical Gardens’, Mullum
Showground. Thereafter the Chinese banana benders started to arrive, eventually presenting an anguished Mullum with
the largest enclave of Celestials in country NSW.
Banana Boom
Initially the angst over the Chinese was limited to their control of the Sydney banana market, but in Jul1916 things got
more serious when George Cameron editorialized in the Mullumbimby Star that The advent of 15 Chinamen to work a
banana farm on the Main Arm is causing perturbation of spirit.… The plantation which the chows went to is owned by a
Chinamen, and the natural effect followed. So long as the Australian Parliament allows Chinamen and Hindoos or other
coloured races to own land there will always be these howls, and the White Australia policy a farce.
A week later banana bending was the talk of the town. Land, virgin land, and uncleared, is procurable at from £12 to £13
per acre in the high lands…. Even at Byron Bay, 10 acres were sold at £35 per acre…. Land in the Brunswick River district,
for a similar purpose, is being sought after, and quite recently 60 acres were acquired by a Chinese planter, who is
speeding the clearing of the land with the aid of 20 fellow-countrymen….

A couple of weeks later another 21 of the wily chaps were discovered clearing 60 acres at Main Arm. By 1917 about
another 15 were working the 170 acre farm of Tiy Sang & Co at Main Arm, near Coopers Place. …An Oriental Takeover…
Chinese Invasion… thundered the Star. All through 1919, during which another 28 arrived in town, the Star had regular
updates under the heading The Chinese Invasion. By early 1920 there was also a group of 16 celestial fellows up at
Wilsons Creek and Huonbrook growing bananas, at the same time as a Billinudgel delegate to the Northern Rivers
District Fruit Growers Conference, while seeking support for banning the Chinese from the banana industry, said on one
block of 150 acres, owned and worked by Chinese, 33 Asiatics were employed. In 1921 a few more were identified at
Mullumbimby Creek, while at Wilson's Creek the cluster of dwellings forming the Chinese living quarters, near the
intersection of Upper Wilson's Creek Road and Cooper's Creek (now Huonbrook) Road, was causing anguish over the
location of the proposed new school (which, in 1923, enrolled 11yr old Ajudie Singh, the son of Jawala, as one of the first
pupils.)
By early 1919 ‘bunchy top’ was on the march from the Tweed, but for some odd reason the Chinamen were still
perceived as the bigger threat to spoiling the roaring banana party. Massy Greene MHR was eventually roused to set in
train an investigation into the plantation invasion, while every whiteman and his working dog continued planting
bananas at a frightening pace and speculators continued buying and selling blocks at exponentially increasing prices.
In Jul1919 Jack Banner, President of the Tweed District Council of the Primary Producers’ Union, returned to Billinudgel…,
having attended a meeting of the Executive Sydney, where he moved to treat with urgency the matter of the danger
arising from the invasion of the Tweed and Brunswick districts by Chinese speculators, bent on securing the very choicest
lands for the purpose of banana growing.... Under the existing laws Government lands could not be acquired by the
Chinese, but these people were offering big inducements to freeholders to dispose of virgin country at a high purchase
price.... It was a well known fact that these people had ample funds at their disposal, thus precluding our own race from
participating in the benefits from this particular industry. He especially emphasised the great headway the Chinese had
already made in the Mullumbimby and Main Arm areas….
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On 4Sep1919 George Cameron editorialised that at the present rate of increase there will soon only be Chinamen here!
Whether the Chinaman is a bad or good citizen… or whether a White Australia is only an ideal to be scoffed at…, the
Chinaman… is out to break the White Man’s Union in the banana industry holusbolus. When half – only half – of the
banana production is in the hands of the Chinamen, what will be the position of the White Man in the trade? The
Chinamen will control the market and the White Man will be gradually squeezed out.… There is only one way, and that is
a law made that only members of approved races hold freehold titles....
A meeting to clear the air was organised by John I. Stewart in late Sep1919 and reported under the heading ‘The
Chinese Invasion – A Poor Meeting at Mullumbimby’.... Real Estate Agent Mr W.R. Baker (brother of Albert) said… The
Chinese were legally here – many were natural born and others were naturalised.... He then referred to a piece of land
which the Government had turned down for repatriation at £11 per acre, and which the Chinaman afterwards paid £26
for…. If the Chinaman could make money in this country the white man ought to be able to do so to…. Mr Rutledge (a
returned soldier) said… the price the Chinamen were paying for the land was prohibiting the returned soldier from taking
up the land.… It was alright for Mr Baker to say the Chinaman was a law-abiding citizen, but was the Chinaman going to
fight to protect Mr Baker’s farm? Mr Baker:- I say the Chinamen and Japanese did fight for us and in a large measure
kept our land free. Mr Rutledge:- Yes, and next time they will be fighting to get your land.... Harry Tong here left the
meeting.… Mr Baker’s motion (to delay action until there was more information to clarify the law) was lost….
Then under the heading ‘Billinudgel Takes a Strong Stand’ more of the same at a meeting organised by the RSL, under
the chairmanship of Allan Gibson. Every possible remedy, from bombs delivered by aeroplanes to amended legislation,
was suggested... and some of the speakers were very emphatic in declaring that the alien invasion must be checked by
some means. One speaker said that he had gone to Europe to fight for Australia, but when he came back to his own
township he began to think he had been mistaken and had been fighting for China…, and another speaker asked did they
want these people in their midst, were they desirable citizens and would our people inter-marry with them?.... The tone
of the meeting throughout was very hostile to the alien invasion and there can be no doubt that this question calls for
serious attention on the part of the authorities.
The same edition reported the resolution of the Mullum RSL, with the president, Presbyterian Minister Rev J. S.
Hamilton, in the chair: That this meeting of the Mullumbimby sub-branch in view of the large number of returned
soldiers being settled in the banana growing industry, and in keeping with the White Australia policy urges that
legislation be introduced prohibiting the yellow races from owning freehold or leasehold property owing to the rapid
invasion by the Chinese of the industry….
George Cameron summarised it all with some editorial advice under the heading ‘The Inheritance that was Sold for a
Mess of Pottage’: Here is the first instance recorded – it is from the first book of the Bible: ‘...Thus Esau despised his
birthright.’ The last sentence of that quotation clearly depicts the minds of the Esaus of this district, they ‘despise their
birthright’ and, what is worse, they despise the birthright of their children. This paper pointed out before that the gaining
a little (or even a big) profit now is counteracted if our children have no land to live on or are driven off what is left to
them by undesirable neighbours. The meeting of members of the Fruitgrowers’ Association held in the School of Arts on
Saturday last was a very tame affair.… The first speaker (W.R. Baker) gave the Chinaman such a character that if it all
had been taken in as the truth, the pity is that the Chinese do not own and rule the earth. The Transvaal imported some
of these ‘industrious, law-abiding and well behaved’ race, and within a year the British Government had to arm the Boers
with shot guns to protect themselves and their families from the peaceful Ching!... Another quaint argument by the same
speaker was that the Chinese helped to win the War by working behind the trenches for the Allies! They worked simply
because they were paid dashed good wages for same.... This paper is open to conviction, but not with arguments like the
above. Let one Chinese supporter come forward and prove the superiority of the Chinaman over the White Man and also
state the advantage to be gained by importing Chinamen to the North Coast.
Upon returning to Sydney in late Oct1919 Captain Carmichael MLA, of the Soldiers and Citizens Political Party, following
his tour of the Northern Rivers, told the Sydney papers that feelings are working up so hot that I should not wonder if
another Lambing Flat incident should occur. On one place 50 Chinese are employed, and on another 35, and I find there is
the most extraordinary laxity in either registering or checking these arrivals as they come through. A number of these
Chinese seem to come direct from China, and how they are permitted to land in view of the restrictions supposed to be in
force is not apparent. For example, in the small town of Mullumbimby I found that 28 Chinamen had come through and
registered during the current year. Of these 10 had landed at Thursday Island during 1919, and their passports show that
this is their first landing. If this is done in one small township the leakage over Australia must be very considerable.” Sgt
Dedman of the Mullum police carried out an investigation and found all Chinese documentation in order,
notwithstanding the scaremongering in the Sydney papers.
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The subsequent investigation found 147 Chinese banana benders in the Mullum district, all of whom were ‘old residents
of the Commonwealth’. The only bloke sprung in the crackdown was Ah Sam, who had been minding his own business as
a cook at the Middle pub long before his compatriots turned up to fatten bananas. He must have cursed them all while
he did 6mths in Grafton Gaol awaiting deportation. The Minister issued a press statement that Carmichael had cocked it
up, but the only newspaper to carry the correction was the Melbourne Age.
By 1921 there were enough Chinese around to warrant the formation
of the subversive Mullumbimby Chinese Masonic Society, with
Georgie Goland as Secretary. The census of early 1921 sprung nearly
160 of the oriental chaps in the hills around Mullum, making the place
the largest enclave of Chinese in the state outside Sydney. In late 1921
numbers were such that The Reverend Yee of the Chinese
Presbyterian Church at Newcastle saw an opportunity to come to
town on a recruiting campaign.
It was market forces that saw it all come to an end. A series of gluts
beginning in early 1922 and topped off by bunchy top disease a little
later saw the banana industry fade away along with the Chinese, a
mixed result for George Cameron observing the drama from his
Celestial home since 1920. George Goland was one of the few
Chinese identified as remaining in the Brunswick district. He
subsequently became well-known in the district as a cook in various
pubs in Mullum, Bangalow and Bruns, while commuting from his
home in New City Road over many years. He was a well-educated
bloke, remaining single and dying in Lismore in 1954. Canon Rowe of
Mullum gave him an Anglican sendoff.
During the banana madness the Hindoos were generally relegated to
minor irritant status in the face of the greater Chinese threat, but they
didn't escape the notice of 'Returned Soldier' who wrote in late 1919:
It has been very interesting reading about the Chinese…. We also have
a fair sprinkling of Hindoos, and it is them (or their employers) that I
have a grievance with. There are a good few banana plantations in
these parts and it seems to be the custom to employ all Hindoos or as
Sikh awaiting news from the Punjab 1929.
many as possible to do the work thereon. In many cases the land is
leased outright to Hindoos…. On one farm there were quite 30 Hindoos to four or five whites employed…. I certainly think
his employer is lacking in patriotism of which many make such a big noise.… I thought it was to be ‘preference to soldiers’
but perhaps it reads ‘after Chows, Huns and Hindoos’…. At the height of the boom in 1921 the census found 68 ‘Hindus’
in the hills around Mullum, making their community the largest enclave of Sikhs and Muslims in NSW, inclusive of
Sydney. They mainly dispersed to the Terania, Tintenbar and Harwood districts after Mullum and the Brunswick went
into a prolonged period of respite care, while the ‘Kanakaks’ had settled in for the long haul at Billinudgel and New
Brighton.
Peter Tsicalas

STEWARTS MENSWEAR CELEBRATING 90 YEARS
Norm Stewart started the business, Stewarts Mercery, on the
current site 90 years ago. Gerard Walker began working for
the Stewart family 40 years ago and 15 years ago Gerard and
his wife Sue purchased the business which was then named
Stewarts Menswear. At that time, Gerard & Sue offered one of
their windows to BVHS so that the museum would have a
presence in town. A huge thank you for their continuing
generosity and may they have many more great years in the
business. Their support of the town and various local
organisations is exemplary.
Gerard and Sue next to the window display celebrating some of the
businesses in Mullumbimby in 1929
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SHED RENO UPDATES
The shed has been insulated and lined; the windows framed; the path repainted;
the dividers painted and wire added; the workshop extended and its floor
levelled; the mural is well underway and painting of the museum should begin
soon. All looking very schmick. Getting ready to move everything back in.
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TERANIA CREEK PROTEST 40TH CELEBRATION
Last Sunday. 11th August, witnessed a very large crowd descend on The Channon
market for the commemoration of the Terania Creek and Mt Nardi Protests of
forty years ago.
BVHS had a stall showcasing a lot of the material that is in our collection re the
protest. Our documentary, Mullumbimby’s Magic Part 2 Activism and Politics was
screened. A great day of memories was shared by many of the original protestors,
many of whom are still fighting the good fight.

All members are invited
to contribute to this
newsletter
*Please leave contributions for the
newsletter with John, Tues or Fri
9am to 12 noon.
Alternatively email to:
bvhs84@yahoo.com.au

NEXT MEETING
Tuesday 10 Sep 2019
12.30pm
See you there!
*Deadline for agenda items
Friday 6 Sep 2019
MUSEUM HOURS
Tuesdays & Fridays
10am - 12pm
Market Saturdays 9am - 1pm
BVHS Newsletter is produced
by BVHS Inc and NORTEC Work
Experience Participants

A part of our display in the main marquee
Just a fraction of the crowd outside the marquee
in which documentaries were screened
Stephen talking to Dr Mark Hayes, a journalist at Terania.
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Gordon Wraight 1922 - 2019
Gordon Wraight, one of the great Brunswick Valley contributors sadly passed away in June. Gordon was one of our
participants in the Brunswick Valley Historical Society’s Oral History Project during which he spoke about his life and his
role in the community.
Gordon, and his brother Harry, have both been referred to as very ‘civic minded’ and their roles within the community
have spanned across numerous local organizations. Gordon passed away recently and many of us have had the pleasure
of knowing him and benefiting from his contribution. And for me, I have had the pleasure of spending time with Gordon
and family members, son, Les, and granddaughter Sharon, while he gave us stories and
insights into his life and the Brunswick Valley history.
Gordon Wraight was born in 1922 at the Mullumbimby Hospital. His parents, both from
Lismore, were soldier settlement dairy farmers. His family moved to Brunswick Heads and
their magnificent Mullumbimbi Street house where Gordon went to Brunswick Heads primary
school where the Principal was the Botanist Fred Fordham. Gordon’s parents set up and ran a
bus company from the Mullumbimbi Street house, catering firstly for the railway workers who
came up from Sydney on the railway to Mullumbimby to spend their holidays in Brunswick
Heads. Gordon took over the family business which included bringing in a double decker bus
from England, with brother Don and the Brunswick Bus Service ran from 1921 to 1978.

Gordon’s Bus Service

Gordon’s life, including his love for his future wife of 77 years, Colleen, was interrupted in
1941 with the outbreak of WW2. Gordon enlisted and his roles were as tank driver and
later as an army engineer in Australia. He was present at Geraldton during the Japanese
landing and the Australian army’s landing in Borneo.
On returning to Australia and Brunswick Heads after the war, Gordon became even more
actively involved in the community. He had been captain of the Mullumbimby High
School and a member of the 3rd Bronze Squad with BHSLC at the age of 15. His sense of
Gordon congratulating
community responsibility extended then into adulthood. Gordon was Assistant Treasurer
Brunswick Heads’ first Queen’s
with the Rotary Club, and a Patron of the BHSLC. He started up the Sea Scouts in
Scout. Photos courtesy of
Sharon Howe, granddaughter.
Brunswick Head and built the Scout Hall, was a volunteer member of the Fire Brigade for
36 years and received the medal for service from the Fire Brigade Board and the Queens Medal for service to the Fire
Brigade. The Queens Medal is the equivalent of the Order of Australia.
Gordon’s recollections and stories about Brunswick Heads including those of surf rescues, typhoons, cyclones, the
Picture House, the pub, the river and the fishing fleet from the 1930’s through to the present day is invaluable from a
personal history and a district history viewpoint. I interviewed Gordon in April of this year. His dedication to family, both
personal and more broadly, is my strongest emotional impression of him. He believed then, and expressed that,
Brunswick Heads should be a family place and Torakina should be developed into a family place. Gordon’s life and
character represented his value of family and I am glad I had the opportunity to be let into his life a little. Thank you to
Les Wraight and granddaughter Sharon for the opportunity and to Gordon, the BVHS and Mullumbimby Museum, thank
you.
Genevieve Barr

ANOTHER ACQUISITION MYSTERY
Photos are of an Aboriginal Axehead found in
Stewart Park, Mullumbimby in the 1970s.
It is the largest by far of the various axeheads
held in our collection, and the only one found
within the town boundaries.
It is 21.5cm long, has an average width of 12cm,
and is 5cm thick at the blunt end. It weighs 2.5kg
and its colour lies somewhere between light grey
and light brown.
We would be very grateful if someone could
identify the type of stone and the most likely local
area from whence it came.
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